
2022 LECTURE LINE-UP

Whether you have 2 years or
20, this class will talk about
being the informal leader in the
firehouse, at the kitchen table
or even out for an evening with
the Brothers and Sisters.

Jess Rodzinka
THE SENIOR MAN

Not all engine companies are
created equal, the mindset and
upfront investment is often the
factor in why some succeed
while others fall short. We will go
through how simple planning
progressed into repetitive prep
delivers effective and efficient
execution of engine company.

Roger Steger
THE WAY OF THE ENGINE

We all agree the rescue of
human life is the most important
task on the fire ground. Being
able to perform that function
quickly, while being thorough,
is mandatory for a successful
outcome.

Daniel Nelms
THE OUTSIDE VENT

Class will focus on the fire
dynamics & hazards associated
with frame construction covering
balloon, dimensional, eng.
dimensional & platform eng.
lightweight.

Michael Lopina

TACTICAL SENSE: BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION & FIRE BEHAVIOR

The Engine Company is a
critical part of a working fire.
Fire Departments of all sizes
must have a fire ground
functional Engine. Your citizens,
your members, and your life
depends on it.

Rick Mosher

CRITICAL ENGINE
COMPANY CONCEPTS

This course will show students
how to size up the fire structure
and surroundings for the
purpose of performing
aggressive interior searches.

Jack Reekes

RESIDENTIAL SEARCH,
SIZE-UP & EXECUTION

Fires in apartment buildings
present unique challenges that
require specific tactics to ensure
rapid water application to the
seat of the fire. Engine Co. must
be proficient at selecting,
stretching, and advancing.

Jon Hall

ENGINE CO. AT
APARTMENT FIRES

How we conduct ourselves and
utilize our time when not
responding is the greatest
predictor of how we will perform
when the tones drop.
Unfortunately, peacetime is one
of the most overlooked and
misused company level assets.

Michael Heeney
PEACETIME/WARTIME

Today's fireground presents
many challenges. Most of us
focus on the conditions we find
on arrival, but what are you not
seeing? Are we setting
ourselves up for success?

Trey Nelms

FIREGROUND AWARENESS
& DECISION MAKING

Critical look at ICS and it's
application of the fire ground.
An evolution of convention
wisdom through the decades.

John Turner

COMMANDING THE
FIREGROUND

We will discuss taking back time
in our readiness, search
statistics, creating a culture of
excellence and empowering the
aggressive mindset to your
entire crew. The decisions we
make on a daily basis can be the
difference in whether someone
lives or dies.

Chris Kessinger
THE AGGRESSIVE MINDSET

Breakout
Lectures:
October 8th


